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Abstract
We study the problem of coordinating multiple robots along fixed geometric
paths. Our contribution is threefold. First we formalize the intuitive concept of
priorities as a binary relation induced by a feasible coordination solution, with-
out excluding the case of robots following each other on the same geometric
path. Then we prove that two paths in the coordination space are continuously
deformable into each other if and only if they induce the same priority graph,
that is, the priority graph uniquely encodes homotopy classes of coordination
solutions. Finally, we give a simple control law allowing to safely navigate into
homotopy classes under kinodynamic constraints even in the presence of unex-
pected events, such as a sudden robot deceleration without notice. It appears the
freedom within homotopy classes allows to much deviate from any pre-planned
trajectory without ever colliding nor having to re-plan the assigned priorities.
Keywords: multirobot control, coordination, motion planning, homotopic
constraints, robustness, priority graph.
1. Introduction
We consider the problem of coordinating a collection of cooperative robots
at an intersection area along fixed geometric paths, motivated by applications
such as coordinating a fleet of automated guided vehicles in a factory, or au-
tomated cooperative vehicles in a fully automated transportation system. This
coordination problem has been extensively studied and is formulated in the so-
called coordination space, first introduced in [1] and become standard [2]. Due
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to the promises in autonomous cars design, automated intersection manage-
ment has attracted much interest recently [3, 4, 5], but the focus is primarily
on the efficiency of the trajectory planner and of the trajectory tracking [6].
The complexity of searching a time-optimal optimal trajectory in the coordina-
tion space grows however exponentially with the number of robots involved [7],
and all the proposed solutions are thus necessarily based on heuristics to al-
low for real-time effective trajectory computation. In contrast, References [8, 9]
proposed coordination without planning at all, based on simple interconnected
primitive reactive behaviors [10]. It allows for reactivity and robustness to un-
certainty, but as noticed in [8], efficiency or even deadlock avoidance guarantees
are difficult to obtain.
This paper proposes to use homotopy constraints in multirobot coordination
to combine the benefits of reactivity – handle unexpected events in a reactive
manner – and of deliberation – in particular, deadlock avoidance guarantee. De-
liberation consists of choosing a particular homotopy class and the control part
boils down to navigation in the assigned homotopy class using the freedom of
action within the homotopy class to allow for reactivity. Previous work already
noticed the advantages of planning a set of homotopic paths to allow for more
reactivity than single path planning, in particular using the concept of elastic
strips (see, e.g., [11, 12]). It is also possible to obtain optimality results, by
searching for an optimal path within the assigned set of homotopic paths [13].
In multirobot coordination, this approach based on homotopy considerations
has been poorly used. In [14, 15], the existence of homotopy class of feasible
paths in the coordination space is noticed. The authors provide a way to deform
a given path into a Pareto-optimal path of the homotopy class, focusing on tra-
jectory planning and the efficiency of the planned trajectories. In this paper, we
propose to focus on robustness aspects, aiming to allow for reactivity with re-
spect to unexpected events, using homotopy considerations in the coordination
space.
The contribution of the paper is twofold. First of all, we go beyond the sole
proof of existence of homotopy classes in the coordination problem noticed in [14,
15] by providing a meaningful unique representative of homotopy classes: the
priority graph. Feasible priority graphs are in bijection with homotopy classes
of solutions to the coordination problem as stated in Theorem 2. The second
contribution is a control law ensuring navigation within some assigned homotopy
class, given in the form of a priority graph (see Theorem 4). The benefits of
using homotopic constraints come from the freedom of action available within an
assigned homotopy class allowing for more reactivity than under the execution
of a planned trajectory. In particular, events requiring deceleration of some or
all robots can be handled in a reactive manner without changing priorities. This
may be particularly useful in an autonomous driving context where vehicles and
pedestrians share the road resulting in a particularly unpredictable environment,
with many events requiring momentary deceleration or even stop.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formalizes the intuitive concept
of priorities for the coordination of multiple mobile robots along fixed geometric
paths. Section 3 proves the existence of homotopy classes of solutions to the mul-
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tirobot coordination problem, uniquely encoded by priority graphs. Section 4
focuses on the control of robots under assigned – priority encoded – homotopic
constraints and our approach’s robustness is illustrated in Section 5 including
simulations. Section 6 concludes the paper and opens perspectives for future
work.
2. A novel tool: the priority graph
2.1. The coordination space approach
Consider the problem of coordinating the motion of a collection of robots
R in a two-dimensional space. Every robot i ∈ R follows a particular path
γi : xi ∈ [0, 1] 7→ γi(xi) ∈ R2 and we let xi ∈ [0, 1] denote the position of robot
i along path γi (see Figure 1). x := (xi)i∈R indicates the configuration of all
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Figure 1: The fixed paths assumption. Every robot travels along an assigned path.
robots; x ∈ χ := [0, 1]R. The configuration space χ is known as the coordi-
nation space, first introduced in [1] and which has become a standard tool [2].
This approach is often referred as path-velocity decomposition. It reduces the
problem’s complexity as each robot has now only one degree of freedom. For an
application to autonomous driving, this additional constraint seems particularly
well adapted as the road network is strongly spatially organized (roads and lanes
with markings). In the rest of the paper, {ei}i∈R denotes the canonical basis
of χ.
Some configurations must be excluded to avoid collisions between robots (see
Examples 1 and 2). The obstacle region χobs ⊂ χ is the open set of all collision
configurations. Let κij ⊂ [0, 1]2 denote the set of couples of positions (xi, xj)
where i and j collide. Let χobsij ⊂ χ denote the set of configurations x where i
and j collide, we have:
χobsij := {x ∈ χ : (xi, xj) ∈ κij} (1)
We obviously take χobsii := ∅.
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Definition 1 (Obstacle region, Obstacle-free region). The obstacle region is the
set χobs ⊂ χ of configurations where a collision occurs for some i, j ∈ R, i.e.,
χobs := ∪{i,j}χobsij (2)
χfree := χ \ χobs denotes the obstacle-free space.
By construction, χobsij is a cylinder (based on the plane generated by ei
and ej), and the obstacle region merely appears as the union of n(n − 1)/2
cylinders [2] corresponding to as many collision pairs. Every cylinder χobsij is
assumed to have an open convex cross-section, i.e., κij is open.
Finally, we assume that that positions 0 and 1 are safe for all robots, i.e.,
χobs ⊂ (0, 1)R. It is rather technical and models the fact that coordination is
only considered within a bounded area, collision avoidance before and after the
intersection being ensured by another coordination system and not considered
here. A continuous application ϕ : [0, 1] → χ will be called a path and we let
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Figure 2: The right drawing shows the cylindrical structure of the obstacle region for the
three-robot system of the left drawing. Each cylinder accounts for the possible collisions
between each couple of robots.
Im (ϕ) denote the set of values taken by ϕ:
Im (ϕ) := {ϕ(t) : t ∈ [0, 1]} (3)
A partial order ≤ for configurations is defined as the product order of RR:
∀x, y ∈ χ, x ≤ y if ∀i ∈ R, xi ≤ yi (4)
Definition 2 (Feasible path). A feasible path is a non-decreasing collision-free
path ϕ : [0, 1]→ χfree starting at ϕ(0) = (0 · · · 0) and ending at ϕ(1) = (1 · · · 1).
We let Φ(χfree) denote the set of feasible paths. Note that we will only con-
sider as feasible motions where robots never move backwards in the intersection
4
area. It is a standard assumption as neither efficiency nor safety can be expected
from robots moving backwards at an intersection area.
More generally, given a subset C ⊂ χ, we let Φ(C) denote the set of non-
decreasing paths satisfying Im (ϕ) ⊂ C, ϕ(0) = (0 · · · 0) and ϕ(1) = (1 · · · 1).
This notation is coherent with the definition of Φ(χfree) as the set of feasible
paths.
In the following, we provide two examples where the obstacle region can be
computed analytically.
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Figure 3: Projection of the obstacle region for two rectangular robots along straight perpen-
dicular paths (above) and for robots that follow each other (below).
Example 1 (Two perpendicular paths with rectangular robots). Consider two
rectangular robots i, j of lengths Li, Lj and widths li, lj along straight perpen-
dicular paths. In the real space, there is a rectangular region of area li× lj that
can be occupied by only one robot, exclusively (see the red box in the top left
drawing of Figure 3). When a robot is at the the entry of this region (robot i
in the top left drawing of Figure 3), it needs to travel the length of the region
plus its own length in order to exit this region (robot i needs to travel distance
lj+Li in order to exit this region). It follows that in the coordination space, the
obstacle region is a rectangular region of length lj +Li along axis i and li +Lj
along axis j (see the top right drawing of Figure 3).
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Example 2 (Two robots along the same straight path). Consider two robots of
length L traveling along the same straight paths as depicted in the bottom part
of Figure 3 and assume that the same parametrization of geometric paths is used
for both robots, i.e., γi(xi) = γj(xi) if and only if xi = xj . There are two options:
either robot i follows robot j and collision avoidance requires xj ≥ xi + L, or
robot j follows robot i and collision avoidance requires xi ≥ xj +L. Hence, the
collision avoidance requirement including both cases is: |xi − xj | ≥ L, and the
obstacle region is the band
{
x ∈ (0, 1)R : |xi − xj | < L
}
.
2.2. Priorities: definition and properties
This subsection shows that the intuitive notion of "assigning priorities" is
equivalent to a completion of the obstacle region. It is indeed equivalent to
consider as forbidden configurations both collision configurations and config-
urations that do not respect the assigned priorities, resulting in a completed
obstacle region.
Let χobsij and χfreeij denote the subsets of χ defined below:
χobsij := (χ
obs
ij − R+ei + R+ej) ∩ χ (5)
χfreeij := χ \ χobsij (6)
xi
xj
xi
xj
φi>j(t) 
φj>i(t) 
χobsj>i χ
obs
i>j
Figure 4: Projection of the completed collision cylinders χobsij and χ
obs
ji. In this example,
the path ϕij (resp. ϕjj) is collision-free with χobsij (resp. χ
obs
ji), so the induced priority
relation satisfies i  j (resp. j  i).
Figure 4 displays the sets χobsij and χobsji. The rationale behind the definition
of these sets is that as a feasible path is non-decreasing, it necessarily lies below
or above each collision cylinder as depicted in Figure 4. This reflects the intuitive
notion of priority at intersections. Deciding on which side to pass with respect
to each collision cylinder is equivalent to deciding the relative order of robots
to go through the intersection. The two geometric invariance properties that
follow will be useful to prove results in the sequel.
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Property 1 (Geometric invariances of χobsij and χfreeij). For all i, j ∈ R, the
following identities hold:(
χobsij − R+ei + R+ej
) ∩ χ = χobsij (7)(
χfreeij + R+ei − R+ej
) ∩ χ = χfreeij (8)
Property 2 (Invariance through min and max operators). Given x, y ∈ χ, for
all i, j ∈ R, the following implications hold:
x, y ∈ χfreeij ⇒ max{x, y} ∈ χfreeij (9)
x, y ∈ χfreeij ⇒ min{x, y} ∈ χfreeij (10)
In the sequel, we are going to show that the definition of the sets χobsij
enables to define rigorously the so-called priority relation induced by a feasible
path. The definition of the completed obstacle region enables to easily define a
priority relation for feasible paths. The fact that a feasible path necessarily and
exclusively lies on one side or on the other side of each collision cylinder χobsij is
indeed equivalent to intersect, necessarily and exclusively, one of the completed
cylinders χobsij , or χobsji.
Definition 3 (Priority relation). The priority relation  is a binary relation
on the set of robots R. For all i, j ∈ R, i  j if Im (ϕ) ∩ χobsji 6= ∅.
We say  is the priority relation induced by ϕ. The theorem below asserts
that the relation  satisfies basic properties that one can expect from a "priority
relation". More precisely,  does not define a priority relation between two
robots that cannot collide (χobsij = ∅) and if two robots can potentially collide,
a priority relation exists and we have i  j or j  i exclusively, i.e., if robot i
has priority over robot j then robot j does not have priority over robot i.
Theorem 1 (Priority relation properties). Let ϕ ∈ Φ(χfree) denote a feasible
path and  the priority relation induced by ϕ. For all i, j ∈ R such that χobsij 6= ∅,
we have necessarily and exclusively i  j or j  i. For all i, j ∈ R such that
χobsij = ∅, we have i 6 j.
Proof. The proof is based on the following lemma, which is well-known and
referred to as South-West completion [1, 16].
Lemma 1 (South-West and North-East completion [1]). For all feasible paths
ϕ ∈ Φ(χfree),
∀i, j ∈ R, Im (ϕ) ∩ (χobsij ∩ χobsji) = ∅ (11)
Now, take a feasible path ϕ ∈ Φ(χfree) and let  denote the priority relation
induced by ϕ. Take i, j ∈ R such that χobsij = ∅. Then, we have χobsji = ∅, so
that Im (ϕ)∩χobsji = ∅, that is i 6 j. Take i, j ∈ R such that χobsij 6= ∅ and take
y ∈ χobsij . Remember that ϕ is non-decreasing with ϕ(0) = (0 · · · 0) ∈ χfree and
ϕ(1) = (1 · · · 1) ∈ χfree. As y ∈ (0, 1)R, there are two options:
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(a) either y ∈ (Im (ϕ)− R+ei + R+ej) ∩ χ: it implies that Im (ϕ) ∩ χobsji 6= ∅;
(b) or y ∈ (Im (ϕ)− R+ej + R+ei) ∩ χ: it implies that Im (ϕ) ∩ χobsij 6= ∅.
Hence, a feasible path necessarily intersects χobsij or χobsji, so we have necessarily
i  j or j  i.
Now, we will prove that it is exclusive by contradiction. Take a feasible path
ϕ and assume that for some t1 ∈ [0, 1], ϕ(t1) ∈ χobsij and for some t2 ∈ [0, 1],
ϕ(t2) ∈ χobsji. Assume arbitrarily that t1 ≤ t2 (otherwise, exchange the roles of
i and j), which implies that ϕ(t1) ≤ ϕ(t2).
Using monotonicity of ϕ, we easily obtain that for all t ∈ [t1, t2], ϕ(t) ∈
χobsij ∪ χobsji. If ϕ(t) ∈ χobsij ∩ χobsji for some t ∈ [t1, t2], ϕ would not be feasible
by Lemma 1. Hence, we have:
ϕ(t1) ∈ χobsij \ χobsji (12)
ϕ(t2) ∈ χobsji \ χobsij (13)
and for all t ∈ [t1, t2],
ϕ(t) ∈ (χobsij \ χobsji) ∪ (χobsji \ χobsij) (14)
As
(
χobsij \ χobsji
) ∩ (χobsji \ χobsij) = ∅, by continuity of ϕ, there exists some
t0 ∈ [t1, t2] such that:
ϕ(t0) ∈ ∂ (χobsij \ χobsji) ∩ ∂ (χobsji \ χobsij) = ∅ (15)
This contradiction concludes the proof.
As any binary relation, the priority relation admits a graph representation.
Definition 4 (Priority graph). The priority graph induced by a feasible path ϕ
is the oriented graph G whose vertices are V (G) := R and such that there is an
edge from i to j if i  j where  denotes the priority relation induced by ϕ. We
write (i, j) ∈ E(G) where E(G) denotes the edge set of the priority graph.
We let Γ denote the application that returns the priority graph Γ(ϕ) induced
by a feasible path ϕ ∈ Φ(χfree). Γ(ϕ) is the graph of the priority relation
 induced by ϕ. Theorem 1 can be rewritten as follows: Γ(ϕ) ∈ G for all
feasible paths ϕ ∈ Φ(χfree) where G is the set of oriented graphs G with vertices
V (G) := R, whose edge set E(G) satisfies:
∀i, j ∈ R, (i, j) ∈ E(G)⇔
{
χobsij 6= ∅
(j, i) /∈ E(G) (16)
We say a graph G is a priority graph if G ∈ G. It is natural as a graph G ∈ G
defines a binary relation between robots whose paths intersect, i.e., it defines a
priority between all and only robots that need to coordinate.
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3. Priority encoded homotopy classes
3.1. Priority encoding of navigation homotopy classes
If previous work already noticed the existence of homotopy classes in multi
robot coordination [14, 15], to our knowledge, no meaningful representative is
proposed to encode homotopy classes. In the following, we present the main
result of this section: priorities uniquely encode homotopy classes of feasible
paths in the coordination space. The existence of a finite number of homotopy
classes thus merely appears as the consequence of the finite number of possible
priority graphs.
We let Γ(Φ(χfree)) := {Γ(ϕ) : ϕ ∈ Φ(χfree)} denote the set of values taken
by the priority graph over all feasible paths. Γ(Φ(χfree)), that we will refer to
as feasible priority graphs, is a subset of G containing graphs G such that there
exists a feasible path ϕ ∈ Φ(χfree) satisfying Γ(ϕ) = G. The following theorem
(illustrated in Figure 5) shows that priorities and homotopy classes are strongly
linked: more precisely, there is a bijective relationship between homotopy classes
and feasible priority graphs. Note that this result is compatible with the case of
two robots i, j which follow each other, as such a couple of robots is treated just
like robots following different paths (see Example 2). Robot i following robot j
is equivalent to j  i; robot j following robot i is equivalent to i  j.
3
2
1
Figure 5: A homotopy class of feasible paths in a three-dimensional coordination space and
its corresponding unique representative as a priority graph.
Theorem 2 (Invariance of the priority graph). The priority graph is an invari-
ant of the homotopy classes of feasible paths that it is distinct for each class:
homotopy classes are in bijection with feasible priority graphs.
Proof of invariance. First we will prove that the priority graph is an invariant
of the homotopy classes of feasible paths. Consider a feasible path ϕ ∈ Φ(χfree).
For all i, j ∈ R, (i, j) ∈ E(Γ(ϕ)) if ϕ intersects χobsji and the set χobsji is open.
If a feasible path ϕ intersects an open set, any feasible path ψ ∈ Φ(χfree) close
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xi
xj
χfreei>j
φ1(t0) 
max(φ1(t0),φ2(t0)) 
xi
xj
χfreei>j
φ1(t0) 
max(φ1(t0),φ2(t0)) 
φ1(t1) 
φ1(t1) 
Figure 6: Illustration of the transformation of ϕ1 into max(ϕ1, ϕ2). At any point of time
t0, max(ϕ1(t0), ϕ2(t0)) necessarily lies on the north-east with respect to ϕ1(t0). As a con-
sequence, the two above cases may appear, and in each case, ϕ1(t0) can be continuously
transformed into max(ϕ1(t0), ϕ2(t0)) without collision by following the red arrows.
enough to ϕ (in the topology of pointwise convergence) also intersects this open
set. Hence, we have:
∀i, j ∈ R, (i, j) ∈ E(Γ(ϕ))⇔ (i, j) ∈ E(Γ(ψ)) (17)
provided ψ is close enough to ϕ. Therefore, Γ is continuous and since it takes
discrete values, it is thus constant in homotopy classes of feasible paths. (We
identify Γ with the set of applications gij : Φ(χfree) → {−1, 0, 1} satisfying
gij(ϕ) = 1 if i  j, −1 if j  i, and 0 otherwise.) In conclusion, the priority
graph is an invariant of the homotopy classes of feasible paths.
Proof of uniqueness. To prove uniqueness, consider two feasible paths ϕ1 and
ϕ2 with the same induced priority graph G: ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ Φ(χfreeG ). We have to prove
that ϕ1 and ϕ2 are homotopic. Consider the following continuous transforma-
tion:
H : α ∈ [0, 1] 7→ min{ϕ1(•+ α),max{ϕ1, ϕ2}} (18)
where by convention ϕ1(t + α) = ϕ1(1) if t + α ≥ 1. Figure 6 illustrates the
proposed transformation in the particular case where the two paths have the
same endpoints.
H is continuous,
H(0) = min
{
ϕ1,max
{
ϕ1, ϕ2
}}
= ϕ1 (19)
H(1) = min
{
ϕ1(1),max
{
ϕ1, ϕ2
}}
= max
{
ϕ1, ϕ2
}
(20)
Hence, H continuously transforms ϕ1 into max{ϕ1, ϕ2}. Now, we prove that for
all α ∈ [0, 1], H(α) is a feasible path. We need to prove that for all α ∈ [0, 1], (a)
H(α) is continuous, (b) satisfies H(α)(0) = (0 · · · 0) and (c) H(α)(1) = (1 · · · 1),
(d) is non-decreasing, and (e) is collision-free.
(a) H(α) is continuous as the result of the application of continuous operators
min, max and delay on continuous paths.
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(b) ϕ1 and ϕ2 being feasible, we have ϕ1(0) = (0 · · · 0) and ϕ2(0) = (0 · · · 0).
Hence, we also have max(ϕ1(0), ϕ2(0)) = (0 · · · 0) and H(α)(0) = (0 · · · 0).
(c) ϕ1 and ϕ2 being feasible, we have ϕ1(1) = (1 · · · 1) and ϕ2(1) = (1 · · · 1).
Hence, we also have max(ϕ1(1), ϕ2(1)) = (1 · · · 1) and H(α)(1) = (1 · · · 1).
(d) H(α) is non-decreasing as the result of the application of non-decreasing
operators min and max on non-decreasing paths.
(e) Take (i, j) ∈ E(G) and α, t ∈ [0, 1]. We have ϕ1(t + α) ∈ χfreeij as ϕ1 ∈
Φ(χfreeG ) and we have also max{ϕ1(t), ϕ2(t)} ∈ χfreeij as ϕ1, ϕ2 ∈ Φ(χfreeG )
and using Property 2. By Property 2, applying the min operator on two
configurations in χfreeij returns a configuration in χfreeij . In conclusion, we
have H(α)(t) ∈ χfreeG ⊂ χfree
As a result, ϕ1 is homotopic to max{ϕ1, ϕ2}. As ϕ1 and ϕ2 have symmetric roles,
ϕ2 is homotopic to max{ϕ2, ϕ1} = max{ϕ1, ϕ2} as well. Homotopy defining an
equivalence relation, ϕ1 and ϕ2 are homotopic.
3.2. Guarantees provided by acyclic priorities
We have proved that all feasible paths sharing the same priorities are contin-
uously deformable into each other forming a homotopy class. A natural question
is: does any priority graph G ∈ G encode a (non-empty) homotopy class of feasi-
ble paths ? This paper will only focus on the case of acyclic priorities. Provided
the priority graph is acyclic, it is guaranteed that there exists a non-empty ho-
motopy class encoded by the given priorities as stated and proved in the theorem
below.
Theorem 3 (Sufficient condition for priorities feasibility). All acyclic priority
graphs are feasible, i.e., given an acyclic priority graph G, there exists a feasible
path ϕ ∈ Φ(χfree) satisfying Γ(ϕ) = G.
Proof. Take an acyclic priority graph G ∈ G. To prove that G is feasible, we are
going to exhibit a particular feasible path whose induced priority graph is G. As
G is acylic, it admits a topological ordering of its nodes R. Consider a relabeling
of robots along this topological ordering, i.e., robot 1 is the maximal element
of this topological ordering, ... robot i is the ith element of the topological
ordering, ... and robot n is the minimal element of the topological ordering.
Consider the path ϕ constructed as follows. ϕ(0) := 0 and for all i ∈ {1 · · ·n},
within time interval [(i − 1)/n, i/n], robot i moves forward from 0 to 1 (for
example ϕi is linear in that time interval and takes values [0, 1]) while other
robots j 6= i do not move (ϕj constant in that time interval). This path is
feasible and takes values in χfreeG .
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4. A safe way to navigate within homotopy classes under kinodynamic
constraints
The two previous sections analyzed the set of solutions to the coordination
problem and described the homotopy structure using priorities. In contrast,
this section is constructive. We consider an acyclic priority graph G as given,
encoding a (non-empty) assigned homotopy class by Theorem 3, and we design
a control scheme guaranteeing that the resulting trajectory of robots in the
coordination space remains within the assigned homotopy class (first introduced
in our preliminary conference paper [17]).
4.1. Navigation with kinetic constraints
In the absence of inertia, navigation within an assigned homotopy class can
be achieved easily by letting robots travel at maximum speed, stopping just
in time to respect priorities, as described in [15, 16]. Moreover, the resulting
path in the coordination space – referred to as left-greedy – is provably time-
optimal as proved in [15] using tools of CAT(0) geometry [18]. Our priority-
based approach provides a new view of left-greedy paths in the coordination
space. They are indeed optimal paths within an assigned homotopy class and
can now thus be seen as optimal paths under assigned priorities. Difficulty in
navigating within an assigned homotopy class arises when considering inertia,
so that robots cannot stop instantly to avoid collisions.
4.2. Navigation with kinodynamic constraints
We consider a simple control model, assuming the acceleration of robots
can be directly controlled. The proposed control scheme is inspired by Refer-
ences [19, 4]. The key difference is that by introducing homotopic constraints,
robots retain a large freedom of action to handle unpredicted events as high-
lighted by the two propositions at the end of the section and illustrated through
simulations.
4.2.1. The multiple robot system as a monotone controlled system
Each robot i is modelled as a second-order controlled system with state
si = (xi, vi) ∈ Si := R× [0, vi], whose evolution is described by the differential
equation:
x˙i(t) = 1xi(t)<1 vi(t) (21)
v˙i(t) = ui(t) δ(ui(t), vi(t)) (22)
where ui : R+ → Ui is the control of robot i and vi denotes the non-negative
speed limit for robot i. We let Ui := [ui, ui] be the set of feasible control values.
ui < 0 represents the maximum brake control value and ui > 0 represents
the maximum throttle control value. δ is a binary function merely ensuring
that vi ∈ [0, vi] at all times, that is, δ(ui(t), vi(t)) = 1 except for vi(t) = 0
and ui(t) < 0, and for vi(t) = vi and ui(t) > 0, where it vanishes. The
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binary multiplicative term 1xi(t)<1 ensures xi(t) ≤ 1 by vanishing if and only if
xi(t) ≥ 1.
The control is assumed to be updated in discrete time every ∆T > 0:
∀k ∈ N,∀t ∈ [k∆T, (k + 1)∆T ),ui(t) = ui(k∆T ) (23)
The time interval [k∆T, (k+ 1)∆T ) will be referred to as (time) slot k. For the
sake of simplicity we let ∆T := 1 in the sequel. We let Ui denote the set of
controls ui : R+ → Ui piecewise constant on intervals [k, k + 1), k ∈ N. We
let t 7→ Φi(t, si,ui) denote the flow of the system starting at initial condition
si ∈ Si with control ui ∈ Ui.
We also define the vectorial state s := (si)i∈R ∈ S, the vectorial control u :=
(ui)i∈R ∈ U :=
∏
i∈RUi, and the vectorial flow: Φ(t, s,u) := (Φi(t, si,ui))i∈R.
We let u := (ui)i∈R, u := (ui)i∈R and we define the constant controls u(t) := u
and u(t) := u. We introduce partial orders as follows:
∀u1i ,u2i ∈ Ui,u1i  u2i if ∀t ≥ 0,u1i (t) ≤ u2i (t) (24)
∀s1i = (x1i , v1i ), s2i = (x2i , v2i ) ∈ Si, s1i  s2i if x1i ≤ x2i and v1i ≤ v2i (25)
∀Φ1,Φ2 : R+ → S,Φ1  Φ2 if ∀t ≥ 0,Φ1(t)  Φ2(t) (26)
The controlled system (21)-(22) is a monotone control system [20] with regards
to the relative orders defined above. More precisely, the following key property
holds:
Property 3 (Order preservation). The flow t 7→ Φi(t, si,ui) is order-preserving
with regards to si and ui.
4.2.2. The proposed control law
We define projection operators as follows: pix(s) := x and pix,i(s) := pix,i(si) :=
xi. G denotes a given priority graph. Define the set of brake safe states as fol-
lows:
BG := {s ∈ S : pix (Φ (R+, s,u)) ⊂ χfreeG } ⊂ S (27)
According to the above definition, a state s ∈ S is brake safe if, starting at
initial condition s under maximum brake control, the system remains in χfreeG .
In particular, a state (x, 0) with x ∈ χfreeG is brake safe, so BG is not empty
provided χfreeG is not empty. We now build a control law g
G : S → U such that
starting from an initial brake safe state in BG, the flow of the system controlled
by the control law gG is ensured to remain in BG (thus being collision-free and
respecting priorities G). In other words, BG shall be positively invariant for the
system under control law gG.
The rationale for our control law is as follows. Consider a robot i and a robot
j that has priority over i. Given an initial configuration of the two robots, the
worst-case scenario is when j brakes whereas i accelerates in the next time
slot. If the trajectory of the system in the next time slot under that worst-
case scenario is collision-free and if the reached state is brake safe, robot i may
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accelerate in any case. Otherwise, it is required to brake. This is formalized
below.
Let uimpulsei ∈ Ui denote the impulse control for robot i and u˜i denote the
worst-case vectorial control with regards to i, defined as follows:
uimpulsei (k) :=
{
ui if k = 0
ui if k ≥ 1
(28)
u˜ij :=
{
uimpulsei if j = i
uj if j 6= i
(29)
The control law can then be formulated synthetically:
gGi (s) :=
{
ui if ∃(j, i) ∈ E(G) s.t. pix(Φ(R+, s, u˜i)) ∩ χobsji 6= ∅
ui else.
(30)
This simply means that robot i applies maximum throttle command unless the
worst-case flow t 7→ Φ(t, s, u˜i) intersects χobsG at some point of time t ≥ 0, in
which case it applies maximum brake command.
4.2.3. Safety, robustness and liveness properties of the proposed control law
The theorem below asserts that the control law gGi returns the maximum
control value that robot i can safely apply to remain brake safe. Provided the
system starts in a brake safe state, the sequence of future states at the beginning
of each time slot is a sequence of brake safe states (see Equation (32)) as long
as Inequality (31) is satisfied. Moreover, the flow of the system remains in χfreeG
in continuous time (see Equation (33)), i.e., no collision occurs and priorities
are preserved.
Theorem 4 (A broad class of priority-preserving controls). Given an initial
condition s ∈ BG, and a control u ∈ U that satisfies:
∀k ∈ N,u(k) ≤ gG(Φ(k, s,u)) (31)
The set of brake safe states BG is positively invariant (in discrete time), i.e.:
∀k ∈ N,Φ(k, s,u) ∈ BG (32)
Moreover, the configuration of the system remains in χfreeG through time, i.e.:
∀t ≥ 0, pix(Φ(t, s,u)) ∈ χfreeG (33)
Proof. For two first statements, by induction, it is sufficient to prove that given
an initial condition s ∈ BG, the flow is collision-free for t ∈ [0, 1] and the reached
state Φ(1, s,u) is brake safe. We begin with the proof that the flow of Theorem 4
does not intersect χobsG for t ∈ [0, 1]. Take arbitrary t ∈ [0, 1]: we have to prove
that for all (j, i) ∈ E(G), pix(Φ(t, s,u)) ∈ χfreeji. By construction of gG, for each
robot i, there are two cases:
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• gGi (s) = ui: in this case,
Φi(t, s,u) = Φi(t, s,u) (34)
and by order-preservation, for all robots j such that (j, i) ∈ E(G) we have:
Φj(t, s,u) ≥ Φj(t, s,u) (35)
Since s is brake safe, pix(Φ(t, s,u)) ∈ χfreeji. Hence, by Property 1, Equa-
tions (34) and (35) ensure that pix(Φ(t, s,u)) ∈ χfreeji as well.
• gGi (s) = ui: by construction of the control law, pix(Φ(t, s, u˜i)) ∈ χfreeG . By
order-preservation, using u˜ii(0) = ui, we obtain:
Φi(t, s, u˜i) = Φi(t, s,u) ≥ Φi(t, s,u) (36)
For all robots j such that (j, i) ∈ E(G), using u˜ij(0) = uj , we have:
Φj(t, s, u˜i) = Φj(t, s,u) ≤ Φj(t, s,u) (37)
Since pix(Φ(t, s, u˜i)) ∈ χfreeG , pix(Φ(t, s, u˜i)) ∈ χfreeji, and by Property 1,
Equations (36) and (37) ensure that pix(Φ(t, s,u)) ∈ χfreeji as well.
As a final step, let us prove that the reached state s1 := Φ(1, s,u) is brake
safe. Take arbitrary t ≥ 0: we have to prove that for all (j, i) ∈ E(G),
pix(Φ(t, s
1,u)) ∈ χfreeji. As previously, there are two cases:
• gGi (s) = ui: then, s1i = Φi(1, s,u) and we have:
Φi(t, s
1,u) = Φi(1 + t, s,u) (38)
Moreover, by order-preservation, for all j such that (j, i) ∈ E(G): s1j ≥
Φj(1, s,u). As a result, by order-preservation:
Φj(t, s
1,u) ≥ Φj(1 + t, s,u) (39)
Since s is brake safe, pix(Φ(1 + t, s,u)) ∈ χfreeji. Hence, by Property 1,
Equations (38) and (39) ensure that pix(Φ(t, s1,u)) ∈ χfreeji as well.
• gGi (s) = ui: then, by construction of the control law, pix(Φ(1 + t, s, u˜i)) ∈
χfreeG . Define s˜
1 := Φ(1, s, u˜i). We have u˜i(1 + τ) = u for τ ≥ 0. As
a result, Φ(1 + t, s, u˜i) = Φ(t, s˜1,u). Since pix(Φ(1 + t, s, u˜i)) ∈ χfreeG ,
pix(Φ(t, s˜
1,u)) ∈ χfreeG .
By order-preservation, using u˜ii(0) = ui, we obtain:
s˜1i = Φi(1, s, u˜
i) = Φi(1, s,u) ≥ Φi(1, s,u) = s1i (40)
For all robots j such that (j, i) ∈ E(G), using u˜ij(0) = uj , we have:
s˜1j = Φj(1, s, u˜
i) = Φj(1, s,u) ≤ Φj(1, s,u) = s1j (41)
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Hence, by order-preservation, Equations (40) and (41) imply:
Φi(t, s˜
1,u) ≥ Φi(t, s1,u) (42)
Φj(t, s˜
1,u) ≤ Φj(t, s1,u) (43)
Since pix(Φ(t, s˜1,u)) ∈ χfreeG , pix(Φ(t, s˜1,u)) ∈ χfreeji, and by Property 1,
Equations (42) and (43) ensure that pix(Φ(t, s1,u)) ∈ χfreeji as well.
Finally, the proposed control scheme allows all robots to eventually go through
the intersection, this is a liveness result stated in the theorem below.
Theorem 5 (Liveness). Given an initial condition s ∈ BG and a control signal
u ∈ U satisfying ∀k ∈ N,u(k) = gG(Φ(k, s,u)), all robots eventually go through
the intersection, i.e, pix(Φ(T, s,u)) = (1 · · · 1) for some T ≥ 0.
Proof. Consider the trajectory of the robots under control law gG. G being a
directed acyclic graph, there exists an extremal vertex i1 ∈ R such that for all
j ∈ R, (j, i1) /∈ E(G). As a result, under the control law gG, robot i1 will
always accelerate as much as possible and it will exit the intersection, i.e., reach
position 1, in finite time T1.
Now, assume that at time Tm, robots i1 · · · im have exited the intersection
andm < n (there remain some robots). G being acyclic, there exists an extremal
element for the remaining robots denoted im+1 ∈ R\{i1 · · · im} such that for all
j ∈ R \ {i1 · · · im}, (j, im+1) /∈ E(G). Collisions occurring only with non exited
robots, for t ≥ Tm j will always accelerate and it will exit the intersection in
finite time at instant Tm+1 ≥ Tm.
Iterating this process for m = 1 · · ·n − 1 yields a sequence (T1 · · ·Tn) and
all robots have exited the intersection at time T := Tn, and pix(Φ(T, s,u)) =
(1 · · · 1).
The proposed control scheme allows for reactivity because robot i is not re-
quired to apply the control value returned by gGi . All values below the value
returned by gGi are acceptable, and still guarantee to remain in the assigned
homotopy class. This provides freedom of action that can be used to react to
unpredicted events as illustrated by the two following propositions and simula-
tions of the next section.
5. Illustration of the obtained robustness property
This section illustrates our approach’s robustness by considering the two
following concrete scenarios.
Proposition 1 (Robustness to individual brake application). Given acyclic
priorities G, an initial brake safe state s ∈ BG, a particular robot i ∈ R and a
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finite subset of slots K ⊂ N, consider a control u ∈ U satisfying:
∀k ∈ N,ui(k) =
{
ui if k ∈ K
gGi (Φ(k, s,u)) else.
(44)
∀j ∈ R, j 6= i,uj(k) = gGj (Φ(k, s,u)) (45)
The trajectory of robots in the coordination space will take values in χfreeG and
all robots will eventually go through the intersection.
Under the control described above, the system is under the control law gG,
except during slotsK where the particular robot i brakes while other robots j are
still under the control law gGj . Such a scenario may arise, for instance, in case of a
momentary communication/sensing failure for one robot. The proof of the above
proposition is direct as the condition of Theorem 4 is clearly respected since for
j 6= i, uj(k) = gGj (Φ(k, s,u)) ≤ gGj (Φ(k, s,u)), and ui(k) = gGi (Φ(k, s,u)) ≤
gGi (Φ(k, s,u)) or ui(k) = ui ≤ gGi (Φ(k, s,u)). As the system is under control
law gG after time slotsK, liveness is also guaranteed by Theorem 5. It illustrates
that the control law is robust with regards to an individual brake application of
a particular robot for an arbitrary long time.
Proposition 2 (Robustness to simultaneous brake application). Given acyclic
priorities G, an initial brake safe state s ∈ BG and a finite subset of slots
K ⊂ N, consider a control u ∈ U satisfying:
∀k ∈ N,u(k) =
{
u if k ∈ K
gG(Φ(k, s,u)) else.
(46)
The trajectory of robots in the coordination space will take values in χfreeG and
all robots will eventually go through the intersection.
Under the control described above, the system is under the control law gG,
except during slots K where all robots brake simultaneously. It may arise in
case of a global failure requiring an emergency brake to be performed. Again,
the proof is direct as the condition of Theorem 4 is clearly respected since
u(k) = gG(Φ(k, s,u)) ≤ gG(Φ(k, s,u)) or u(k) = u ≤ gG(Φ(k, s,u)). As the
system is under control law gG after time slots K, liveness is also guaranteed
by Theorem 5. It illustrates that the control law is robust with regards to a
simultaneous brake application of all robots for an arbitrary long time.
Simulations have been conducted to illustrate the robustness of our approach
and the role of priority encoded homotopic constraints. For the sake of the
simplicity, the implementation (in Java) considers circle-shaped robots with a
common diameter D along straight paths. The lateral control is not simulated,
robots being assumed to follow their assigned geometric path. At maximum
velocity, robots travel distance D/2 during one slot. They share the same kin-
odynamic constraints with u = −u and 20 slots are necessary to go from stop
to full speed (and conversely). We have considered the three-path intersection
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depicted in Figure 7. In the first simulation set, there is one robot on each path
as depicted in Figure 7 (left). Robots 1 and 2 are at position 0.3 and robot 3 is
at 0.05. They are all initially stopped. Priorities are 1  2  3 and 1  3. We
have conducted 9 simulation runs. In scenario 0, robots are under control law
gG; a video capture of this scenario is available here1. In scenarios 1.1, 1.2, 1.3
and 1.4, the control signal satisfies the condition of Proposition 1 where robot 0
is the robot braking unexpectedly, with respectively K = [25, 45], K = [25, 40],
K = [25, 35] and K = [25, 30]; video capture of scenario 1.1 here2. In scenarios
2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, the control signal satisfies the condition of Proposition 2
with respectively K = [25, 45], K = [25, 40], K = [25, 35] and K = [25, 30];
video capture of scenario 2.1 here3. The path described in the coordination
space is depicted for all scenarios in Figure 8. All described paths are clearly
homotopic to each other. One can see that the path in the coordination space
can much deviate depending on unexpected events, yet remaining in the same
homotopy class.
We have also conducted simulations with more robots to illustrate the ap-
proach in a higher dimensional coordination space. The intersection area is the
same, there are however 8 robots now. As depicted in Figure 7 (right), robots
0, 1 and 2 are at position 0.6; robots 3 and 4 are at position 0.4; and robots 5, 6
and 7 are at position 0.1. All robots are initially at maximum velocity and they
are labeled by descending priorities, i.e., i  j if and only if i < j. As the co-
ordination space is 8-dimensional, the trajectory described in the coordination
space cannot be represented. However, a video capture is available here4 where
robots are under control law gG, and here5 in the scenario of Proposition 1
where robot 3 is the robot braking unexpectedly.
1 2
3
0
4
2
1 3
5
6
7
Figure 7: The two initial configurations considered in simulations: three robots in a three-path
intersection scenario (left) and height robots in a three-path intersection scenario (right).
1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hAILADwBIbA
2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CLM1RfV3vg4
3https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hGy_pPTNszw
4https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j_3aYj5Hehk
5https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4X_gxu2PiWQ
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Scenario 0
Scenario 1.1
Scenario 1.2
Scenario 1.3
Scenario 1.4
Scenario 2.1
Scenario 2.2
Scenario 2.3
Scenario 2.4
collisions 1-2
collisions 2-3
collisions 1-3
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x2
 
 
 
 
 
 
x3
Figure 8: Trajectory described in the coordination space for the 9 scenarios with three robots.
6. Conclusions and perspectives
This paper turns the intuitive concept of priorities into a powerful mathemat-
ical tool to describe homotopy classes of solutions to the multirobot coordination
problem. The first main result of this paper is that homotopy classes of feasible
paths in the coordination space are uniquely encoded by priority graphs. Pri-
orities are thus a meaningful unique representative of homotopy classes. Then,
inspired by works on elastic strips [11, 12] which revealed that controlling a
robotic system under homotopic contraints can allow for more reactivity than
executing a planned trajectory, we proposed to consider a priority graph as
given, encoding an assigned homotopy class, and we designed a control scheme
guaranteeing that the resulting trajectory of robots in the coordination space
remains within the assigned homotopy class. Importantly, thanks to the free-
dom of action within the assigned homotopy class, the proposed control scheme
allows for the deceleration or even stop of some or all robots for an arbitrary
long time. That is a valuable property, in particular in the perspective of an
implementation in an autonomous driving context where vehicles and pedestri-
ans sharing the road results in a particularly unpredictable environment where
many events may require some momentary deceleration to ensure safety of all
road users.
Three main perspectives of this work are particularly worth mentioning.
First of all, the path-following assumption of Figure 1 is key to the definition
of priorities and to the existence of homotopy classes. In real systems, perfect
path following cannot be guaranteed as lateral control is based on imperfect
mapping/localization data and imperfect actuators. Hence, future work should
investigate which assumptions on lateral control still guarantee all the results
of Section 3 which is the foundation of the priority-based approach. We believe
that under guaranteed bounded uncertainty on lateral control, these results can
be extended by considering the worst-case obstacle region considering all possi-
ble geometric paths. Secondly, this paper only focuses on the robust navigation
in an assigned priority encoded homotopy class and the choice of a particular
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homotopy class – which is key to time efficient coordination – is not considered
and should be investigated in future work. Note however that priorities can be
obtained as a byproduct of all existing trajectory planning algorithms. One can
simply use these planning algorithms and assign the priorities induced by the
returned feasible path, yielding an equivalent efficiency. Finally, even though
the control law gG effectively ensures remaining in the assigned homotopy class
and is sufficient in applications which are not very sensitive to time efficiency, it
should not be directly implemented in most scenarios. Alternatively, the interval
[ui, g
G
i (s)] should be considered as the set of acceptable control values to apply
for robot i given the current state s of the system. This control values interval
can then be used as an input of a more complex controller performing some op-
timization. This approach proved efficient and is presented in the preliminary
conference paper [21] where a model predictive control approach is used with
a cost function aiming to respect a speed reference value and to penalize large
control values, resulting in much smoother and efficient trajectories.
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